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Abstract
Collaborative AR applications are gaining popularity, but have

heavy computing requirements for identifying and tracking AR de-

vices and objects in the ecosystem. Prior AR frameworks typically

rely on edge infrastructure to offload AR’s compute-heavy tasks.

However, such infrastructure may not always be available, and

continuously running AR computations on user devices can rapidly

drain battery and impact application longevity. In this work, we

enable infrastructure-free mobile AR with a low energy footprint,

by using collaborative time slicing to distribute compute-heavy AR

tasks across user devices. Realizing this idea is challenging because

distributed execution can result in inconsistent synchronization of

the AR virtual overlays. Our framework, FreeAR, tackles this with
novel lightweight techniques for tightly synchronized virtual over-

lay placements across user views, and low latency recovery upon

disruptions. We prototype FreeAR on Android and show that it can

improve the virtual overlay positioning accuracy (with respect to

the IOU metric) by up to 78%, relative to state-of-the-art collabora-

tive AR systems, while also reducing power by up to 60% relative

to a direct application of those prior solutions.
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1 Introduction
Collaborative or multi-user AR experiences are on the rise, with

examples including Pokemon Go’s Buddy Adventures mode [51],

Google’s Just a Line virtual graffiti drawing app [22], and Meta-AR-

App for education [64]. While many multi-user AR apps rely on

cloud/edge infrastructure for heavy computations and sharing of

information across devices, such infrastructure may be unavailable

in many cases (e.g., a search-and-rescue in a disaster zone or an

ad-hoc AR game at a beach). In the first example, AR users may

need to see virtual overlays around people needing rescue. In the

second, users may interact with virtual coins hidden behind real-

world objects (e.g., palm tree) in a hide-and-seek game. In both cases,

the virtual overlays (highlight around person, virtual coins) should

be viewed in the correct locations with respect to the real-world

objects by all the users; otherwise, a person might not be correctly

identified, or the virtual coin might not be hidden.

Realizing these types of collaborative AR apps requires several

steps. Step 1: An AR device must determine where to place a virtual

overlay, based on an analysis of the real world scene; Step 2:While

moving, the AR device must track its own pose (i.e., position and

orientation) and the pose of the virtual overlay, so that the overlay

is at the correct location on the display; Step 3: The AR devices

must communicate about the virtual overlays with each other, so

that the overlays appear at consistent locations on all their displays.

For Steps 1 and 2, today’s AR entails two sources of high-power

computation that can drain a device’s battery. For Step 1, deep

neural networks (DNNs) are used by recent AR work [7, 37, 38]

to correctly detect and classify objects with high accuracy (e.g., to
avoid cases like Fig. 1b where the virtual overlays are drawn over

the wrong real world objects due to incorrect detection).

For Step 2, simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) is

commonly used in AR [21, 33, 50] to allow a device to determine its

pose in the real world. While these computations work well when

executed on edge infrastructure, as shown in prior work [9, 13, 36]

and seen in our measurements, their high power consumption

makes them unsuitable for a direct application in infrastructure-

free settings. For example, SLAM [33, 42] consumes roughly 1.01

- 1.85 watts, while a DNN execution consumes 0.98 watts on a

Google Pixel 4 (comparable to or even higher than what is incurred

https://doi.org/10.1145/3560905.3568546
https://doi.org/10.1145/3560905.3568546
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(a) Desired case (b) Undesired case
Figure 1: Virtual overlays are (a) correctly placed, (b) mis-
placed due to poor synchronization or inaccurate object de-
tection. The purple arrows point at the person of interest.

with video streaming [62, 71]). Although hardware offloading may

reduce power consumption of these computations, we focus on

software solutions that work on heterogeneous devices without

requiring hardware accelerators (e.g., GPU) [40, 55, 65].
A key observation we make is that many of the critical/high

energy computations are redundant across devices in collaborative

AR settings, unlike when each device operates independently. This

is because 1) AR devices detect and track a common set of physical

objects, and so only some (not all) of the devices need to re-detect

the objects using DNNs, and 2) AR devices move around a common

space, and so in principle, only some of them need to perform

localization independently using SLAM. Thus, having all battery-

operated AR devices perform these computations all the time is not

only expensive but also wasteful in terms of energy consumption.

To enable long-lived (power efficient) AR experiences when there

is no infrastructure support, we envision employing collaborative
time slicing, wherein not every device continuously runs all heavy

computations (DNNs and SLAM). Rather, such computations per-

formed by a primary device are re-purposed by others (secondary

devices); the role of the primary can be rotated as needed to distrib-

ute the energy drain. While seemingly a simple idea, it is very hard

to realize collaborative time slicing in practice, such that the AR ex-

perience (in terms of virtual overlay placement accuracy) is similar

to when all devices perform their own computations, expending

high power. Specifically, we encounter the following challenges.

Synchronizing moving AR devices in new areas. To place virtual

overlays with consistent positions and orientations in their views,

AR devices need to synchronize their 3D coordinate systems. This

is very difficult for two reasons. First, users can launch AR apps

from different locations, and thus the devices do not share a com-

mon initial reference point for synchronization. Second, AR devices

move independently and see the same scene from different view-

points at different times, so it is difficult to determine a common

coordinate system that all devices agree on. To address these chal-

lenges, we rely on spatiotemporal, repeat observations of the scene

from different viewpoints to try to estimate a shared coordinate

system [15–17, 39]. Our key observation is that when the users

view a scene, matters as much as what they view. In other words,

to construct the common coordinate system, two viewpoints that

are recent but less similar in appearance might be preferable to two

viewpoints that are older but more similar, since the scene may

have changed over time (see Fig. 3). Prior approaches [13, 15, 17, 39]

neglect this time factor, i.e., they assume a static real world.

Recovering from failures due to abrupt motion. After synchroniza-
tion, a tenet of collaborative time slicing is that the secondary AR

devices keep track of their own poses in the agreed-upon coordi-

nate system in a lightweight way. However, challenges in tracking

arise if there are changes in the appearance of an object in the FoV

or in an AR user’s pose. To cope with such disruptions, we design

triple-layered repair mechanisms, viz. view-based and location-

based local repairs, and primary-assisted collaborative repair. The

main idea is for a secondary to search for the object in view based

on its previously saved appearances; or failing that, to display the

virtual overlay at the object’s previous locations; or if all else fails,

to obtain updated object locations from the primary (tracking them

using the heavy computations) and map them to its own view.

Representing virtual overlays in 3D coordinates. As an AR device

moves around a 3D world, because the viewpoint (e.g., relative
distance and angle) from the device to the virtual overlay may

have changed, the pose of a virtual overlay needs to be updated

in 3D. This is challenging since the virtual overlay is not a real

3D object. We solve this problem, in a nutshell, as follows. The

2D object coordinates of the virtual overlay, provided by the DNN,

are mapped onto the 3D coordinates from SLAM on the primary.

These 3D coordinates are then shared with the secondary devices

so that they can consistently project the coordinates to the devices

according to their viewpoints. We believe that we are the first to

harmonize the usage of DNNs and SLAM to correctly maintain

virtual overlay poses as multiple devices move.

Contributions and Roadmap: In summary, our work makes the

following contributions:

• We identify fundamental challenges in existing systems to sup-

port infrastructure-free AR (§ 2).

• We design, arguably, the first infrastructure-free AR system

FreeAR (§ 3), which incorporates novel components to realize

robust coordinate system synchronization and virtual overlay

consistency. FreeAR’s lightweight mechanisms save power yet

ensure overlay placement accuracy across AR devices.

• We implement an end-to-end prototype on Android (§ 4), work-

ing on multiple smartphones without needing root access. Our

implementation adds more than 10,000 lines of code to the code

base [43]. Our code is available at the FreeAR website [6].

• We perform extensive experiments (§ 5) to evaluate and compare

FreeAR’s performance with two state of the art approaches, MAR-

VEL [13] which uses edge infrastructure, and MARLIN [7] which

performs power efficient on-device computations (no edge is in-

volved). Our evaluations in various representative scenarios show

that on average (i) FreeAR reduces power by 46% and improves the

object detection accuracy by 43% in terms of IOU, compared to

MARLIN, and (ii) FreeAR improves the object detection accuracy

by 78% in terms of IOU with an 18% increase in power, compared

to MARVEL (which benefits from edge infrastructure).

Ethics. This paper does not raise ethical concerns; human vol-

unteer experiments were performed with IRB approval.

2 Motivation and AR landscape
In this section, we provide a detailed example use case, current AR

methods, and energy measurements to motivate FreeAR’s approach.
Example: Consider a scenario (Fig. 1a) where AR-equipped

firefighters navigate a building to search and rescue trapped people.

When the lead firefighter (left AR device) finds a person, her AR

device automatically detects and highlights the person on its display
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Features
System AR-

Core
[21]

AVR
[48]

Liu et
al. [37]

Edge-
SLAM
[9]

SPAR
[50]

MAR-
LIN [7]

MAR-
VEL
[13]

FreeAR

Energy efficient ✓ ✓ ✓

No edge infrastructure ✓ ✓ ✓

Multiple users ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Pose tracking ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Object detection ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 1: Comparison of FreeAR and related work

Operation Power (W) Operation Power (W)
OS+Camera+Screen 3.016 ± 0.239 Optical Flow (OF)

object tracking [10]
0.319 ± 0.072

IMU-based Tracking
(§ 3.3)

0.361 ± 0.151 Image-based Local-
ization (§ 3.3)

0.994 ± 0.438

WiFi P2P Send 0.166 ± 0.033 SLAM [33] 1.208 ± 0.164
WiFi P2P Receive 0.085 ± 0.027 DNN [58] 1.225 ± 0.308
Local Repair (§ 3.4.1) 0.650 ± 0.105 SLAM+DNN+OF 2.424 ± 0.402

Table 2: Energy expenditures for key operations in FreeAR.
Averaged measurements with Google Pixel 4, Google Pixel
4a 5G, Google Pixel 5, and Samsung S21.

with a red rectangular overlay and a purple virtual arrow. When a

supporting firefighter (right AR device) arrives, the person is also

highlighted on his display. If the person or a firefighter moves, these

overlays must be updated on the appropriate AR displays. Realizing

this requires the three computation steps listed in § 1; however,

these steps are done without communication infrastructure that

may be damaged, so the firefighters need to form an infrastructure-

free network among themselves to coordinate their activities.

Current AR landscape: Current AR systems fall short in the

above infrastructure-free scenario and cannot run solely on a light-

weight mobile device, where energy is of paramount importance.

This is because (a) they require infrastructure support (cloud/edge)

to provide consistent overlays [13, 21, 38], (b) they are unconcerned

with device energy because they can offload heavyweight compute

to the cloud/edge [9, 37, 48, 49], and/or (c) they do not allow for real

time coordination between multiple AR devices [9, 13, 37, 38, 49].

Canonical AR solutions: Google ARCore [21] allows for co-
ordination across devices, but requires access to the Google Cloud

Platform, which synchronizes different user views. Similarly, Liu

et al. [37] require edge support, offloading camera frames in order

to perform heavyweight computations (DNNs) to detect the per-

son in view. MARVEL [13] utilizes edge infrastructure, and unlike

FreeAR, requires specialized hardware (depth camera or LiDAR) to

generate an offline map for localization. MARLIN [7] focuses on

power efficient object detection with DNNs, and SPAR [50] enables

multi-user AR through SLAM without energy concerns. Related

work is summarized in Table 1 and § 6. In this work, we investigate

whether such computations and coordination can be done without

infrastructure on the devices with low power.

Energy costs: A seemingly natural way of enabling infrastruc-

ture free AR would be to have AR devices operate independently

and runDNNs (for step 1 in § 1, to detect the person) and SLAM (step

2, to keep track of the person and devices’ poses). Prior work, such

as [7, 37], run DNNs while the others [21, 33] run SLAM on nearly

every frame. We empirically measure the energy consumption of

such a strategy. We perform measurements on several smartphones

(Google Pixel 4/4a/5 and Samsung S21), using VINS-AR [33] as

the SLAM implementation, and EfficientDet [58] on Tensorflow

Lite as the DNN. As shown in Table 2, the energy expenditure of

running SLAM alone is 1.2 W, DNNs alone is 1.2 W, and SLAM

Coordinate 
system 

synchronization 
(§ 3.1)

Virtual 
overlay 

consistency
(§ 3.2)

Secondary 
transit to 

low-power 
mode

Abrupt motion leads to local 
repair (§ 3.4.1, § 3.4.2)

Secondaries do 
IMU/image-based 

tracking
(§ 3.3)

Fast 
bootstrap

(§ 3.5)

Primary has signi!cant energy drain

Local repair failure triggers 
collaborative repair (§ 3.4.3)

Figure 2: FreeAR’s workflow: (red) synchronization phase,
(green) steady-state (low-power) phase.

with DNNs and object tracking simultaneously is 2.4 W (averaging

across the four different phone models mentioned above). The latter

case has both SLAM and DNNs running simultaneously to keep

track of existing virtual overlays and device poses, and to provide

new virtual overlays, respectively. Note that this is the average

energy consumed by a single device; with 𝑁 users would consume

approximately ≥ 2.4 × 𝑁 W of power.

A case for sharing: We thus observe a natural opportunity

for energy savings — sharing common information about the vir-

tual overlays’ poses, and avoiding redundant computations as men-

tioned in § 1. Returning to the example (Fig. 1a), the lead firefighter’s

AR device (left) could initially detect the trapped persons and high-

light the one needing immediate attention (with a virtual purple

arrow). It can then share this information to supporting firefighters,

having recently arrived, so that they do not have to repeat the

computations already done by the lead’s device. As the lead and

supporting devices move around in a common area with overlap-

ping viewpoints, they can share this information to each other and

re-purpose their computations to save overall energy. If one device

takes care of heavy computations for too long and drains significant

energy, it can hand over these tasks to another device.

Our goal is to design a system that is able to overcome the

practical challenges stated in § 1, but we cannot trivially apply

prior methods because of the absence of supporting infrastructure,

devices’ continuous mobility, and low-power requirements for the

longevity of the AR experience.

3 Design of FreeAR
As discussed, FreeAR uses collaborative time slicing to divide heavy-

weight computations across collaborating AR devices. In Fig. 2, we

depict the high level workflow of FreeAR’s functions and operations.
At the beginning of a slice, FreeAR incorporates a novel coordinate

system synchronization phase (or sync phase), where all devices

converge to a common coordinate system (§ 3.1), and make the

virtual overlays’ 3D poses consistent across all the devices (§ 3.2).

Thereafter, a chosen primary device runs SLAM and DNNs and

is able to update the device pose, physical object locations, and

the 3D virtual overlays as in traditional AR systems. On the other

hand, the secondaries transition to a low-power mode, and will

now track their locations in the converged coordinate system with

lightweight methods (IMU/image-based tracking), and render the

virtual overlays appropriately based on their own motion dynamics

(§ 3.3). If a secondary experiences abrupt scene changes, the virtual

overlays may be lost; then, FreeAR’s local repair kicks in for rapid

recovery (§ 3.4.1, 3.4.2). If local repair fails, FreeAR’s collaborative
repair is attempted (§ 3.4.3). FreeAR transitions to the next time

slice either when the repair repeatedly fails, or when the primary’s
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input key 
frame 
from 

secondary 

possible 
choice of 
matched 
primary 
key frame

chair has been 

moved afterward

current chair location

virtual cube (a) no 
visual 
similarity, 
with 
temporal 
proximity

(b) with 
visual 
similarity, 
no 
temporal 
proximity

(c) with 
visual 
similarity, 
with 
temporal 
proximity

current chair 

location

Figure 3: Performing coordinate system synchronization, the primary, choosing frames with (a) partial view or (b) misplaced
chair, places the virtual cube at a wrong location. (c) considering the full view of table and chair and the current chair location
leads to successful synchronization; hence, the virtual cube is placed correctly (on top right of the table).

energy drops, and it now chooses a new primary (§ 3.5). Next, we

provide a more in-depth view of FreeAR’s key components.

3.1 Coordinate system synchronization
The primary must be able to describe the 3D location and 3D ori-

entation (i.e., pose) of a physical object (and its associated virtual

overlay) to a secondary, for the latter to locate the same object in

space, and draw the virtual overlay at proper positions. Towards

this, the primary and secondary need a common coordinate system

to represent the poses of the virtual overlays, objects, and devices.

Prior methods: Centralized collaborative SLAM systems [28,

52, 70] allow multiple agents to coordinate in a common space by

establishing a common coordinate system at a central server, which

performs most of the heavy computations. On the other hand, de-

centralized systems [39] assume a pre-built map (database) of a

location that allows distributed agents to work together. Finally,

recent SLAM systems [16, 17] do not assume a central server or of-

fline maps, but assume that the agents observe common landmarks

at the same time to synchronize the coordinate systems.

Challenges: All the above systems fail to meet the requirements

we have. (1) Infrastructure-free settings must not assume a central

server, (2) impromptu operations (e.g., emergency response) cannot

assume pre-built offline maps, and (3) even if such an offline map

is available, the actual scene may already have changed (e.g., an
object has beenmoved), making the visual features in anAR device’s

view differ from the features stored in the map, thus causing the

coordinate system synchronization to fail. (4) Finally, AR users may

not observe the same scene at the same time (e.g., two firefighters

are looking for trapped people at different corners of the room).

Key ideas:We observe that to converge to a common coordinate

system, what we need is a common point with spatial and temporal

proximity in terms of the views of the primary and secondary.

That is, if we can find recent time instances where the primary

and the secondary had similar views, those views can be used

to synchronize them. Visual similarity between the primary and

secondary is important because the more the visual features that

are used to estimate the mapping (or homographic transformation

[45]) between coordinate systems, the more accurate the estimation

becomes [32, 66]. Fig. 3 shows an example where the primary and

the secondary have different views; the virtual cube originally in

the secondary’s coordinate system is transformed to that in the

primary’s coordinate system using the synchronization output. The

left frame is from a secondary. In Fig. 3a where the primary has

a partial view of the table and chair, only some of the objects’

visual features can be used to map to the secondary’s frame, which

has a full view of both objects. This mapping mismatch leads to

a large synchronization error; hence, the virtual cube is rendered

incorrectly in the primary’s view (e.g., to the left of the table). Thus,

this well-known technique for synchronizingmultiple SLAM agents

[16, 17] does not work well when both (primary, secondary) are in

motion unless pre-coordination is enabled to ensure similar views.

In addition to visual similarity, temporal freshness is also im-

portant since it increases the likelihood that the physical objects

observed by the primary and secondary will be at nearly the same

positions (not moved or moved very little). Recent systems [15–

17, 39] ignore this temporal aspect by unrealistically assuming that

(1) no objects in the scene have moved [15, 39] or (2) agents fully

observe the same objects (e.g., table and chair) at the same time

[16, 17]. In Fig. 3b, the primary has a full view of the table and chair;

however, a comparison between the frames from the primary and

secondary should consider not only what features are in the frames

(e.g., those of table and chair), but also where they are (e.g., chair
features are on the right side of the frames). Without this, the frame

in Fig. 3b where the chair is on the left side of the frame results in

poor synchronization, and thus causes a virtual cube to be rendered

incorrectly in the primary’s view.

In sum, only when both visual similarity and temporal freshness

are considered together is the synchronization very likely to be

successful, leading to the correct rendering of the virtual cubes in

both views. As an example in Fig. 3c, the primary is able to identify a

key frame that (1) has a full view of table and chair (visual similarity)

and (2) was captured not too long ago (temporal freshness), that

matches with a secondary’s frame. Using this match, it correctly

renders the virtual cube on top right of the table due to a tight

synchronization of the two coordinate systems.

Practical realization: Given this intuition, the secondary can

send its recent (to be discussed) camera view to the primary which

then searches through the history of its trajectory to find a set of

reference frames for synchronization. The primary then checks

the spatial correlation (visual) between the two sets of frames. It

then chooses the pair (one from each set) that provides the best

match to synchronize the coordinate systems of the two entities

(i.e., knowing their poses at those times, it creates a mapping).

To elaborate on the details of the above in practice, we leverage

a well known technique for homographic transformation called

Perspective-n-Point (PnP) method [32] (also used in [33, 39, 50])

as the underpinning of our synchronization method due to its low

latency and acceptable power consumption. As input to a basic PnP

operation (details to follow), (1) FreeAR chooses frames from the pri-

mary that are (a) similar in appearance and are (b) close in time to

an input frame sent by the secondary. We call this selection of suit-

able input frames improper frame avoidance. (2) If there are multiple

primary frames that are similar in space and time, FreeAR checks,

for each of these frames, how many feature correspondences fit

with the secondary’s frame; the more features that fit, the better
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the synchronization. We call this variance suppression. Below, we
describe these two components in more detail.

Step 1: Improper Frame Avoidance. Coordinate system synchro-

nization is fairly heavyweight, so it takes place on the primary.

FreeAR’s primary has access to its own entire frame history, but

only to the most recent frame from a secondary; hence, it needs to

search for the best matches from its history to establish a mapping

with the secondary’s frame, so it computes two scores:

• A visual similarity score, 𝑣 [𝑖], where 𝑖 is the index associated with
the primary’s candidate frame. The similarity is based on work

in [19] where dictionaries of BRIEF visual features are matched

between the primary’s frame 𝑖 and the secondary’s frame. Note

that FreeAR uses selected key frames (e.g., those in which many

features are detected) for coordinate system synchronization

because they are less prone for visual distortion (e.g., less blurri-
ness), and the synchronization more likely succeeds. However,

even in the case of failure, FreeARwill attempt another iteration of

synchronization in the next time period (more details to follow).

• A time score that downweighs old frames, 0.99(𝑡−𝑡𝑖 )/𝑠 , where 𝑡
is the current time, 𝑡𝑖 is the timestamp associated with frame 𝑖 ,

and 𝑠 is a normalization factor.

We then combine the visual and time scores to define the frame
proximity score (ps) for primary’s frame 𝑖 as

𝑝𝑠 [𝑖] = 𝑣 [𝑖] ∗ 0.99(𝑡−𝑡𝑖 )/𝑠 (1)

and rank the frame indices 𝑖 in a descending order of this score.

Finally, we select the primary’s top-k frames that maximize 𝑝𝑠 [𝑖].
We choose the top 𝑘 frames to increase the pool of candidates for

high-quality matches, with further filtering below in Step 3.

Step 2: PnP synchronization method. The previous step returns

𝑘 candidate frames from the primary’s frame history for aiding

synchronization, given a secondary’s input frame. However, we still

need to estimate the homographic transformations [45] (estimated

spatial relations) between the coordinate systems of the primary

and the secondary. PnP is a well-known technique [57] to do this,

and so we only briefly summarize its usage here. First, it takes as

inputs the primary frame (𝑓𝑝 , determined by Step 1), the secondary

frame (𝑓𝑠 ), and the pose at 𝑓𝑠 (𝑇𝑓𝑠→𝑠 ) with respect to the secondary’s

coordinate system (𝑠). Second, it uses the intersection of the visual

features in 𝑓𝑝 and 𝑓𝑠 to compute the pose of the secondary’s frame

with respect to the primary’s coordinate system (𝑝), using PnP,

as 𝑇𝑓𝑠→𝑝 . Finally, it estimates a 4x4 homogeneous transformation

matrix𝐻𝑝→𝑠 = (𝑇𝑓𝑠→𝑝 )−1 · (𝑇𝑓𝑠→𝑠 ), which is used to transform the

3D coordinates of an object from 𝑝 to 𝑠 as 𝑜𝑠 = 𝐻𝑝→𝑠 ·𝑜𝑝 , where 𝑜𝑝
and 𝑜𝑠 are the 3D vector coordinates of the object in the primary

and secondary’s coordinate systems, respectively. Details about

how we obtain 𝑜𝑝 are discussed in § 3.2.

Estimation of synchronization quality: The PnP solver fits a linear

model (𝐻𝑝→𝑠 ) from the 3D world points to visual features from

the 2D camera frame inputs. More of the visual features fitting

the linear model means that the linear model can consistently ex-

plain the observed data; thus, the synchronization is more likely

to be accurate. In other words, 𝐻𝑝→𝑠 more likely represents the

unknown ground truth transformation between the two coordinate

systems. To use this information, FreeAR counts the number of vi-

sual feature correspondences that fits the linear model (within a

tolerance threshold); this is called numInliers [57]. Recent work
on PnP solvers [30, 32, 69] reports that the more inliers there are,

the smaller the translation and rotation estimation errors become.

The primary runs the PnP solver for all the 𝑘 frames from Step

1 and returns the largest found numInliers value, along with the

corresponding 𝐻𝑝→𝑠 , to the secondary. The value of 𝑘 drives a

tradeoff between higher-quality synchronization and the compute

latency (≈ 𝑘 × 70𝑚𝑠). Guided experimentally, we choose 𝑘 = 3.

Step 3: Variance Suppression.Upon receiving𝐻𝑝→𝑠 and numInliers,
the secondary uses numInliers to determine whether to accept

the proposed synchronization. It only does so only if numInliers
is greater than in the previous synchronization attempts. If this is

true, it records both (a) 𝐻𝑝→𝑠 for transforming 3D points in the

primary’s coordinates (𝑝) to those in its own coordinates (𝑠), and (b)

numInliers for comparison in the next synchronization iteration.

Finally, FreeAR checks numInliers > threshold for all the secon-

daries; if so, their coordinate systems are synchronized with that

of the primary. We choose threshold = 5 because it is the minimum

number for PnP to be successful [32].

3.2 Consistent virtual overlay placement
A key requirement of AR is that all users have a consistent view

of a virtual overlay (in terms of its location, size, and orientation

in the 3D world). For example, an overlay should appear larger on

the display of a user closer to it, than of another who is further

away. Thus, after coordinate system synchronization, the primary

needs to share information about the physical objects in its view

(whose locations are fixed in the 3D world), along with the relative

positions of the virtual overlays with respect to these objects, with

all the secondaries, so that all users will have consistent views.

Prior methods: Virtual overlays given by DNNs are in 2D, and

AR users may observe the objects from different angles or distances,

and so the same objects appear differently in terms of sizes, shapes,

and orientations in different FoVs. Therefore, 2D virtual overlays

directly shared by the primary can easily be mis-represented at a

secondary’s view (e.g., as in Fig. 1b). SLAM generates key points in

3D, but cannot determine the locations for the virtual overlays from

their 2D representation. Current AR systems focus on either DNNs

[7, 37] or SLAM [9, 13, 50], but not both; others [23, 36] require

edge infrastructure to compute the location of the virtual overlay

on each user’s view. Objectron [2, 20], detecting objects in 3D on

mobile devices without edge infrastructure, in theory allows the

user devices to utilize the 3D object coordinates to determine the

correct placement of the virtual overlays, but it only works for a

single user, without any virtual overlay sharing mechanism.

Challenges: Unfortunately, prior systems do not meet FreeAR’s
requirements. First, there is no edge infrastructure to coordinate vir-

tual overlay placement. Second, we need a mechanism to represent

these virtual overlays in 3D, and then perform a transformation to

the 2D display of a different (secondary) user.

Key ideas and realization: Our vision is to harmonize the

outputs of the DNN with that of SLAM in order to ensure the con-

sistency of virtual overlay placement across primary and secondary

devices. During the synchronization phase, AR devices run both

DNNs and SLAM. DNNs provide information regarding physical

objects in the environment by extracting features in an image view
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Figure 4: SLAM and DNNs cooperation maps 2D features of
interest into 3D space allowing another AR user to view a
consistent virtual overlay (virtual cube).
and returning 2D locations (𝑢, 𝑣) where objects of interest (e.g., per-
son) likely appear. SLAM also extracts features of the environment,

but instead of looking at a single image, it tracks those features

in 3D continuously over time. By bundling information of feature

movement (from frame to frame) and estimates of device pose

changes using IMU, SLAM can estimate these features in the 3D

world (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧). For each (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧) in the FoV observing the 3D world,

we can project it to the 2D display as follows.[
𝑢, 𝑣, 1

]𝑇
=
[
𝐾
] [
𝑅 |𝑡

] [
𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧, 1

]𝑇
(2)

where 𝐾 is an intrinsic camera parameter matrix (from a camera

calibration), and 𝑅 and 𝑡 represent an estimated camera pose (rota-

tion and translation, respectively) [29]. To harmonize the DNN and

SLAM outputs, we consume a set of 3D points (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧) output by
SLAM, and map them to their corresponding projected 2D points

(𝑢, 𝑣) in the current view. Then, we filter the (𝑢, 𝑣) by whether they
lie within the 2D coordinates of a virtual overlay output by DNNs

(e.g., a bounding box). The 3D coordinates (𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧) corresponding
to the filtered (𝑢, 𝑣) are considered the 3D coordinates of the object.

FreeAR exploits this association as illustrated in Fig. 4. The pri-

mary device (user A) has the 2D coordinates of the chair from

DNNs, which allows it to determine the 2D coordinates of the “blue

cube” virtual overlay relative to the chair. Then, FreeAR converts the

coordinates of the chair into 3D coordinates using SLAM and Eq. 2;

subsequently from this, we are able to estimate the 3D coordinates

of the virtual overlay, which are then conveyed to the secondaries.

Each secondary then maps the virtual overlay’s 3D coordinates

onto its own 2D view again using Eq. 2 with its own 𝑅 and 𝑡 , and

thus is able to place the virtual overlays properly on its display

(on the table). Specifically, with changes in FoVs (or pose changes),

(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧) in Eq. 2 are fixed while 𝑅 and 𝑡 are updated; thus, 𝑢, 𝑣 is

projected into the view with proper sizing and orientation.

3.3 Lightweight device localization
Once the AR devices synchronize their coordinate systems and

display virtual overlays consistently across devices, a steady state

has been reached within the collaborative time slice. At this point,

the secondary devices turn off SLAM and DNNs to save power.

However, every secondary needs to continuously update its pose

relative to its own coordinate system because when the primary

shares new object information, the secondary will need to map it on

to its view (which has changed) correctly. Note that it is relatively

easy for the primary, which runs SLAM, to track its pose changes.

Prior methods: Previous systems [13, 53, 54] use an IMU to

estimate pose changes in the 3D world (referred to as IMU-based

tracking). However, this can accumulate drift and become inaccu-

rate over time (10-20 s) [31] and result in displacements of virtual

overlays from their correct positions. Recent systems such as [36]

use image-based methods without considering IMUs (referred to

IMU-based  
tracking, 0.36W

Image-based 
localization, 0.99W

𝒕𝟎: Start frame

𝒕𝟏: rotation 𝒕𝟐: limited translation 𝒕𝟑: significant translationDevice motions

Fixed
Virtual

cube
Fre

eAR
FreeAR

FreeAR

Figure 5: IMU-based and image-based localization results in
high accuracy and low power updates of AR device poses.

as image-based localization) wherein a device uses a recent image

frame (𝑖) to search for a correspondence (a similar frame 𝑗 ) in its

own trajectory history. Using these two frames (𝑖 and 𝑗 ), the device

can compute a homographic transformation from the known pose

at 𝑗 to the current unknown pose at 𝑖 . This transformation is used

to update the device pose, and is re-computed as the device moves

around. However, our measurements on different device models

(Table 2) indicate that image-based localization consumes 0.99 W,

which is 2.75 × higher power than IMU-based tracking (0.36 W);

utilizing the former continuously can cause undesired power drain.

Prior work [36] does not consider power efficiency as we do in

FreeAR. However, a recent AR system [13] reduces power consump-

tion on AR devices by offloading image-based localization to an

edge infrastructure, not existing in our infrastructure-free settings.

Challenges: Unlike prior systems’ assumptions, we do not have

edge infrastructure and our solution has to be power efficient. Yet,

we need to have high accuracy, i.e., if a large drift occurs, FreeAR
needs to recover from that drift and correctly place the virtual

overlay in the view again. This process should incur low latency to

update the pose of an AR device, in motion, almost in real time.

Key ideas: From the above, we make the observations that since

image-based localization is relatively power heavy, we should use

it sparingly if at all. Thus, we seek to use the IMU-based tracking

to the extent possible. To increase its usability, we incorporate the

impact of gravity to help improve the accuracy of basic IMU-based

tracking. This is inspired by a prior work [53] that uses gravity

estimation to improve tracking of a wrist watch with an arm model.

We significantly build upon this to improve tracking of an AR device

in free space where the user may move an arm or walk around in

the space. We only trigger image-based localization upon need.

Specifically, we find that while our modified IMU tracking is very

robust to rotation and minor translation (also shown in [53, 54]), its

error accumulation increases over larger translations. Thus, if the

IMUs indicate significant translation (> 20cm), we trigger image-

based localization to ameliorate the error.

A simple example in Fig. 5 showcases the benefits of integrat-

ing IMU and visual tracking with FreeAR. The upper row shows

IMU-based tracking alone, and the lower row shows image-based

tracking alone. An AR device at 𝑡0 observes a physical cup, on top

of which a virtual cube is rendered. As the device moves (without

SLAM), the cube should remain fixed if the device pose is being

tracked correctly. At 𝑡1, the device rotates to the right (e.g., right
edge of the device moves closer to the user); here, FreeAR uses IMU

to track its pose correctly (using the image-based method results

in pose estimation error, i.e., the cube shrinks and drops down a
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Figure 6: FreeAR’s lightweight localization workflow; ∗∗[47]
bit). At 𝑡2, the device experiences limited translation to the left

and both IMU and image-based methods result in consistent device

tracking; however, because IMU consumes less power, FreeAR uses

it to update the device pose at this time. Finally at 𝑡3, when the

device is moved to the right with significant translation, IMU-based

tracking results in a very large error and causes the cube to go

further away from the cup to the far right of the frame. FreeAR’s
choice of image-based localization, however, helps regain the pose

and thus, the cube placement on top of the cup. Next, we provide

some details of FreeAR’s combined IMU and image-based tracking.

Augmenting IMU Tracking with Gravity Estimates.We first inte-

grated several publicly available IMU-based tracking methods [4,

27] into FreeAR, but found they did not perform well (e.g., fixed
virtual cube is displaced as the device moves). Hence, as mentioned,

we develop our custom IMU-based tracker, inspired by two prior

efforts, viz., Shen et al. [53] removing gravity from accelerometers

under arm motion, and Solin et al. [54] tracking devices with legged

or wheeled motion. Neither fulfils our need to track the device in 3D,

with the user both moving her arm while holding the AR device and

walking. Thus, we combine and build on these ideas to significantly

improve tracking accuracy as follows: (1)When the device is mostly

motionless (acceleration (𝑎𝑥 , 𝑎𝑦, 𝑎𝑧) < 0.2𝑚/𝑠2), we estimate the

gravitational forces in the three dimensions viz., (𝑔𝑥 , 𝑔𝑦, 𝑔𝑧). (2)
When the user starts moving the device, we estimate the linear

accelerations as 𝑙𝑎𝑥 = 𝑎𝑥 −𝑔𝑥 , 𝑙𝑎𝑦 = 𝑎𝑦 −𝑔𝑦, and 𝑙𝑎𝑧 = 𝑎𝑧 −𝑔𝑧 . (3)
Using standard physics kinematic equations [31], we estimate the

translation every Δ𝑡 = 10 ms.

We find that this simplemethodworkswell under the assumption

that the user moves and stops occasionally (which provides a chance

to re-estimate gravity). Since prior methods for rotation tracking

work reasonably well, we incorporate the one from [47] into FreeAR.
Augmenting IMU Tracking with Visual Information.When IMU

tracking indicates significant translation, the secondary device cap-

tures the recent camera frame and uses it to recover the pose within

its own coordinate system. Setting this translation threshold too

high can cause pose estimation to be off and virtual overlays to

drift away; setting it too low will cause frequent invocations of

the image-based approach, and thus induce high energy. Based on

experiments with our smartphones, we set the threshold to 20 cm.

The image-based localization within FreeAR is similar to its coor-

dinate system synchronization method. The key difference is that

instead of comparing the secondary’s most recent frame with the

primary’s history of frames (Eq. 1), the comparison is made between

the secondary’s most recent frame and its own historical frames.

Fig. 6 summarizes FreeAR’s workflow for device pose tracking.

3.4 Recovery upon abrupt motion
While the above modules (§ 3.1-3.3) enable FreeAR to cope with

gradual motion, they cannot fully handle a user’s abrupt motion

(e.g., a quick turn). Here, a secondary can lose track of an object

(1) at sync phase, secondary 
collects object templates

representative 
templates of 
objId: 1

(3) slide each template over each 
patch of the current frame

(2) at low-power phase, 
secondary loses track of 
object and starts local 
repair process

(4) if successful, virtual 
overlay is recovered

objId: 1

objId: 1

secondary’s 
current frame

Figure 7: View-based Local Repair (VLR): a secondary uses
collected templates to recover the lost virtual overlay.
and its virtual overlay can disappear. Abrupt pose changes also

cause a loss in synchronization with the primary. A naive way

to recover from such a loss is to trigger SLAM and DNNs for a

reset; however, this consumes high power and importantly, induces

long delays for the system to return to a steady state. Thus, we

desire power thrifty, low latency repair mechanisms, to allow the

secondary device (not running SLAM or DNNs) to (a) recover object

locations in the device’s 2D view correctly, and (b) place virtual

overlays that are consistent with those in other AR users’ views.

3.4.1 View-based local repair (VLR): Intuitively, if we know what

object was lost, and can remember what it looked like, we can try

to find it on our display in a lightweight way. Specifically, we can

look for the lost object in historical frames, extract its features, and

try to find the part of the display which has the same features.

Prior methods: There are many possible candidates from the

literature for performing view-based local repair on the above basis.

(1) Template matching [46] finds the location of a template image (of

the physical object) in the current view. It slides the template over a

template sized window (or patch) of the input image and compares

the template and the patch (see (3) in Fig. 7). Then, if the patch

with minimum difference to the template differs by lower than a

threshold, it is considered to be the recovered 2D location of that

object (see (4) in Fig. 7). (2) DNN [61]: detects and classifies physical

objects in the current view. (3) A cascade classifier [44] uses Haar
features to train a classifier to determine the location of a physical

object (if present). Our experiments (on a Pixel 4 phone) indicate

that template matching consumes the lowest power (0.56 W) with

the smallest latency (20 ms), while the DNN (cascade classifier)

consumes 0.98 (1.91) W with 250 (120) ms latency, as one might

expect since they are considered heavyweight [7, 25].

Challenges: We cannot simply plug in template matching into

FreeAR because there are too many templates (e.g., 3600 templates

in 2 mins), so blindly matching the current frame with all of these

can induce large delays in recovery.

Key ideas: Our approach is to collect templates of the objects

of interest (with which the AR virtual overlays are associated)

during the sync phase. A secondary then uses those templates to

re-locate lost objects and re-draw the virtual overlays. We filter

out redundant templates and use fast template matching to recover

multiple physical objects simultaneously (details to follow). Since

both the template and candidate match were captured under similar

conditions by the same device, VLR is very likely to succeed. We

next describe VLR’s two main components that accomplish this.

Intelligent template collection: When the DNN (during the sync

phase) and the accelerometer indicate that a device is mostly mo-

tionless, candidate object templates from the camera frames are
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Figure 8: Location-based Local Repair (LLR): a secondary uses
object locations and current pose to recover a virtual overlay.

obtained, as illustrated in step (1) in Fig. 7. To enable future local re-

pairs, FreeAR needs to collect a diverse, yet compact set of templates

for each object. It uses a color moment hash [59], a compressed

representation of the image that is quick to compute (10ms) and

compare (< 1ms), to determine if it should store a new template. It

stores a new template based on two criteria: (1) the minimum hash

distance compared to all previous templates must be greater than a

threshold or (2) the minimum difference between a new template’s

width and height and all previous templates’ widths and heights,

is greater than a threshold. In a representative experiment in Fig.

7, we find that FreeAR stores four representative object templates

(green boxed) for an object out of ≈ 3,000 frames.

Fast template matching:When a secondary loses an object due to

abrupt motion, FreeAR first retrieves the templates associated with

that object. It then waits for the device to be relatively motionless to

ensure that a non-blurry camera frame is captured, appropriate for

template matching, which is then performed (as described earlier

in this subsection) and repeated for each template. The patch with

the lowest sum of square differences (also lower than a threshold)

is chosen as the recovered object location. Fig. 7 shows that the

right most template in the green box matches the current frame and

successfully places the bounding box in step (4). Our experiments

show that template matching takes ≈ 60ms with high-precision

object recovery (e.g., IOU ≈ 0.7 − 0.8).

3.4.2 Location-based local repair (LLR): An object’s appearance

may change from how the secondary remembers it; in other words,

visual features of the templates can deviate from the object features

in the current view (e.g., when viewing an object from a different

angle). In such cases, VLR may fail, and to handle such cases, we

imbibe a second layer of local repair. Here, we remember where the
objects were before they were lost. With this location information,

we can then recover the virtual overlays.

Straw-man methods: An AR device can use DNNs to recover

the object locations. However, DNN executions drain significant

energy from AR devices (see Table 2); hence, this method fails to

serve as a good candidate for location based local repair.

Key ideas: During the sync phase, a secondary device not only

collects templates for VLR, but also registers and updates an ob-

ject’s location in its own coordinate system. Leveraging FreeAR’s
SLAM and DNN cooperation method (§ 3.2), these registered ob-

ject locations are in the 3D world, which is stationary. If VLR fails,

FreeAR triggers LLR by projecting the last known 3D object location

(𝑥,𝑦, 𝑧) to the secondary’s view, making corrections based on the

device pose (𝑅, 𝑡 ) (discussed in § 3.3) and Eq. 2. Fig. 8 illustrates this

simple, yet effective process in recovering a virtual overlay (orange

bounding box). Note that FreeAR will not draw the virtual overlay

if the object is not within the secondary’s current view (Eq. 2).

(1) at low-power phase if local repair fails, secondary 
receives object information from the primary

primary tracking 
the object

secondary’s 
current frame

objId 1:
𝒙𝒑,𝒚𝒑, 𝒛𝒑

(3) if successful, virtual 
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converts 𝒙𝒑,𝒚𝒑, 𝒛𝒑
into its coordinate 
system using 𝑯𝒑→𝒔, 
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objId: 1objId: 1

Figure 9: Primary-assisted Collaborative Repair (PCR): the
primary shares object information with a secondary which
can recover the position of the virtual overlay in its view.

3.4.3 Primary-assisted collaborative repair (PCR): In a few cases,

LLR may also fail (e.g., if the object has been moved) and we provide

a third repair layer to try to prevent SLAM and DNNs executions

on the secondaries. We observe that the primary, which still runs

SLAM and DNNs, can share object (and virtual overlay) information

with a secondary experiencing object loss; the latter can then use

the information to recover the virtual overlays in the local view.

Prior methods:MARVEL [13] determines object locations of-

fline and registers them on an edge infrastructure which shares

these locations with AR devices to aid recovery of virtual overlays.

EdgeSharing [36] uses DNNs running on an edge to determine

object locations, and shares them with the user devices.

Challenges:We cannot directly apply these methods because

of the lack of offline surveys and edge infrastructure. The primary

is in motion (along with the secondaries), and thus cannot directly

play the role of the fixed edge assumed in the prior systems.

Key ideas: The primary device, using SLAM and DNNs coop-

eration, estimates an object’s 3D locations (𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝 , 𝑧𝑝 ) and shares

them with a secondary that has lost track of the object. The latter

uses 𝐻𝑝→𝑠 (from §3.1) to transform the 3D points into its own

coordinate system (𝑥𝑠 , 𝑦𝑠 , 𝑧𝑠 ). It then uses its recent device pose 𝑅, 𝑡

(updated by § 3.3) and Eq. 2 to project the 3D points onto its 2D

view and draw the virtual overlay. Fig. 9 illustrates PCR’s processes.

3.5 Fast and seamless global fallback
In extremely rare cases, all of the repair methods may fail, and here

FreeARwill start a new time slice and fallback to the synchronization

phase, i.e., all devices will execute SLAM and DNNs again. This

is outside normal invocations of this phase either periodically or

when the primary’s battery drops by a certain threshold.

Challenges: Re-initializing SLAM naively can either cause it

to reset, or to fail to reconnect with its previous state and crash.

Resetting SLAM from a cold state clearly misses on opportunities to

leverage previously stored data, and incurs high latency. However,

naively attempting to merge with SLAM’s previous state usually

fails because SLAM expects a continuous stream of data from the

camera and IMUs, and the secondary device has not been running

SLAM during a steady-state phase.

Key ideas:We use an existing technique in SLAM, called loop

closure [33, 42] in FreeAR, to “trick” SLAM into merging the informa-

tion from the current and previous synchronization phases. Loop

closure is normally used to determine when a user re-visits a previ-

ously seen area (e.g., by walking in a loop). We exploit loop closure

to give SLAM the impression that the device was simply lost for
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a while (i.e., during the steady state phase), and is now re-visiting

the area from the previous synchronization phase. Loop closure

here helps stitch these two worlds (from the current and previous

synchronization phases) together, allowing for their smooth re-

connection. This speeds up FreeAR’s re-synchronization, the start of
a new time slice, and the transition to the next steady-state phase.

Primary rotation policy. At the beginning of each time slice,

all AR devices share their residual energy = remaining battery (%)

× battery capacity (Ah), and the device with the maximum residual

energy is chosen as the primary (an election can be used [63]).When

the primary’s residual energy drops significantly (e.g., compared

to the secondaries), a new time slice is initiated to choose a new

primary device using the maximum residual energy criterion. We

defer more sophisticated policies (e.g., considering computational

resources, network topology or objects in the FoVs) to future work.

Handling group change dynamics. A new device joining an

existing AR session in the middle of a time slice has to synchronize

its coordinate system only with the primary device. After the syn-

chronization phase is done, the new device can enter the low-power

mode. A secondary device can leave the AR group at any time; when

a primary device leaves the AR ecosystem, a new primary is chosen

(based on residual energy as before), and a time slice initiated.

4 Implementation
Platforms: FreeAR is implemented on smartphones running An-

droid 11 (Google Pixel 4, Google Pixel 4a 5G, Google Pixel 5, and

Samsung S21). We use VINS-Mobile [33], TensorFlow [60], and

OpenCV [11] libraries to implement SLAM, object detection and

tracking, and PnP synchronization and image processing, respec-

tively. Our code is available at the FreeAR website [6].

Module implementation: There are two main parts of FreeAR
viz., the main UI in Android (MainActivity) in Java, and the key

SLAM class (ViewController) in C++. The coordinate system syn-
chronization and SLAM and DNN coordination work inside View-

Controller to retrieve and match keyframes, and share object in-

formation, respectively. Lightweight localization’s IMU tracking is

implemented inside MainActivity to access and process IMU sensor

inputs. Repair methods and global fallback are implemented inside

ViewController to access required inputs.

Inter-device information sharing:Weuse Android’sWiFi P2P

[3] to implement inter-device communications. We use Java’s client-

server TCP sockets for unicast, and UDP sockets for broadcast.

Logging: To estimate the power consumption, we read voltage

and current variables of Andorid’s BatteryManager to obtain

the battery’s voltage (mV) and current (`𝐴), then calculate power

as 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 = 𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 ∗ 𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 in Watts. To compute the virtual

overlay’s IOU, we log information about each tracked object shared

by the primary: timestamp, bounding box, class. At the secondaries

if there is a matched local virtual overlay, we also log: (matched)

local object id and (matched) local bounding box.

Baselines:We implement the following baselines:

MARVEL [13] Since MARVEL is not open sourced, we implement

a faithful reproduction as follows. We build an offline map of the

ecosystem with its objects using SLAM [33]. Then, the lightweight

AR client app localizes itself online in this pre-built map on the

edge server using our implementation of Eqs. 6-8 from [13]. We

call this Centralized Localization.

MARLIN [7] We obtained MARLIN’s source code, but replaced

the DNN models (e.g., Tiny YOLO) with the newer and more accu-

rate EfficientDet model [58] trained on the COCO 2017 dataset [35].

FreeAR also uses this DNN model for fair comparison. We modify

MARLIN slightly to achieve collaborative AR among multiple de-

vices as follows. The primary device runs MARLIN and shares the

2D virtual overlays (rather than 3D coordinates as in FreeAR) and
object classes with the secondary devices, which also run MARLIN.

The secondaries only display a virtual overlay if a locally detected

object matches the object class sent by the primary (IOU > 0.3).

Multi-user SLAM or MU-SLAM runs SLAM on all the AR devices

all the time, but only the primary runs DNNs to get the virtual

overlay positions and shares these with the secondaries. The sec-

ondaries also perform coordinate system synchronization with the

primary, similar to FreeAR. Inspired by SPAR [50], this represents a

direct application of collaborative SLAM [9, 28, 39, 52] to AR.

Vanilla runs SLAM and DNN continuously on all the devices and

performs coordinate systems synchronization, similar to FreeAR, to
achieve collaborative AR without considering energy issues.

5 Evaluation
In this section, we present our evaluations of FreeAR. We first list

our metrics of interest and then present our results.

5.1 Evaluation metrics
Power consumption: We log the power consumption on each

phone, when it is running only the Android OS, the camera, and

screen display (brightness set to 70%); this is called the base power,

𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 . In our evaluations, we run FreeAR or a baseline and log

the total power 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 . We estimate 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑝 = 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 −
𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒 , thereby isolating the power consumed by AR.

IOU accuracy: The Intersection Over Union (IOU) [12] lies

between 0 and 1 and captures whether a virtual overlay (bounding

box) is where it should be on a display. The IOU is defined as
𝑂∩𝐺
𝑂∪𝐺 ,

where 𝐺 is the ground truth bounding box and 𝑂 is the bounding

box displayed by FreeAR or a baseline. The larger the IOU, the better.

We report the average IOU over all analyzed frames. To obtain

the ground truth bounding boxes and object classes, we execute

the largest EfficientDet DNN model, EfficientDet-7x. The IOU is

non-zero only if the ground truth object class matches the class

output by the primary/secondary’s DNN. This measures whether

the secondary is indeed highlighting the correct object.

5.2 End-to-end evaluations of FreeAR
We first provide our holistic evaluations of FreeAR in various sce-

narios and compare its performance with the baselines.

5.2.1 Holisitic results. We run 15 AR experiments, each with 2 to

5 volunteers using the devices mentioned in § 4. In each experi-

ment, AR users follow different trajectories, move devices differ-

ently (semi-stationary to constant motion), with one or two (bottle

and/or cup) objects of interest in a 20 m × 20 m space, where they

are always in proximity (e.g., < 10 m from each other); in this space,

objects do not appear too small in the FoVs. These experiments were

done on weekends to avoid background WiFi traffic from non-AR

users and encompass all scenarios described in §5.2.2 to §5.2.7.

Fig. 10 shows the CDF of FreeAR and the four comparison base-

lines for power consumption and IOU accuracy. As can be seen, the
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power. FreeAR also improves IOU accuracy
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increases 42% power over MARVEL which has edge
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and improves 39% (49%) IOU compared to MARLIN
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Figure 12: When five
users track an object
from different FoVs,
FreeAR outperforms MAR-
LIN with 63% better IOU,
with comparable power.

primary device consumes more power (similar to Vanilla), while

the secondary devices save significant power.

Compared to MARLIN, FreeAR reduces power by 46% and
improves IOU accuracy by 43%. MARLIN consumes high power

(≈ 1.0 W) because AR devices continuously execute DNNs. Because

of its low-power mode, FreeAR consumes only 0.5 W on average.

Furthermore,MARLIN only achieves an average IOU of 0.46 because

it only shares 2D virtual overlay positions; since users have different

views, the overlays can easily be dislocated from their associated

physical objects. On the other hand, FreeAR leverages both DNNs

and SLAM to share 3D virtual overlays for consistency among

different views, leading to a 43% increase in IOU over MARLIN.

Compared to MARVEL, FreeAR consumes 18% more power
but improves IOU by 78%. MARVEL consumes low power be-

cause it offloads heavy computations to the edge, unlike FreeAR.
However, MARVEL only achieves an IOU accuracy of 0.2 because

it fully depends on centralized localization at the edge, and has

no repair mechanisms. If many devices send frames to the edge

for localization, they experience long delays and thus misplace

their virtual overlays. In contrast, FreeAR’s distributed localization

quickly updates devices’ poses or triggers fast local repair upon

failure, achieving an IOU accuracy of 0.8, on average.

Compared to Multi-user SLAM, FreeAR consumes 60% less
power and improves IOU by 64%. With MU-SLAM, secondaries

indirectly compute the virtual overlay poses from object informa-

tion shared by the primary. It is thus susceptible to synchronization

or localization errors which result in a low IOU accuracy of 0.3, on

average. FreeAR employs effective repair mechanisms, leading to

an IOU accuracy of 0.8. Further, secondaries in FreeAR run neither

SLAM nor DNNs extensively, thus consuming much lower power.

Compared to vanilla, FreeAR consumes just one-fourth of
the power but takes only a 12% hit in terms of IOU accuracy.

FreeAR’s synchronization phase takes ≈ 2 - 4 minutes and
consumes 2.3 - 3.0 W of power. During this phase, the secondary
devices collect object templates for later use in VLR. These devices

also repeatedly send key frames to the primary to perform coor-

dinate system synchronization, until successful. The greater the

number of AR devices, the longer this phase takes. This phase con-

sumes high power, because AR devices have to run SLAM, DNNs,

and P2P communications, but will last only for a short duration.

The primary consumes an additional 0.5 W of power during syn-

chronization (e.g., running PnP solver [32]).

FreeAR’s communication overhead is low. Because the AR de-

vices are in proximity, the WiFi P2P links are measured (using iPerf

[18]) to operate at bandwidths of 100 - 300 Mbps. During synchro-

nization, key frames (each with ≈ 100-200 KB size taking ≈ 50ms

transmission time) are periodically sent from each secondary to the

primary every 𝑁 × 300ms where 𝑁 is the number of AR devices; as

𝑁 increases, the frequency is decreased to avoid contention at the

primary. 𝐻𝑝→𝑠 (a 4x4 matrix defined in §3.1 and of size ≈ 170 B),

and the 3D object representation anchoring the virtual overlay (≈
600 B per object), are much smaller and take < 1 ms of transmission

time. Notification messages (e.g., primary device selection) are car-

ried via UDP broadcasts to all 𝑁 devices. Therefore, for moderate

values of 𝑁 (e.g., < 20), FreeAR can perform synchronization and

allow devices to exchange information reasonably quickly.

FreeAR’s memory footprint is small. The memory require-

ments of FreeAR are predominantly due to the baseline SLAM frame-

work [33], which primarily stores a collection of key frames along

the AR user trajectory. Continuously walking in a 20 m × 20 m

space for 2 minutes results in 250 key frames and 0.6 GB of mem-

ory. This would be incurred in any AR system that runs SLAM. In

addition to this memory consumption due to SLAM, FreeAR stores

𝐻𝑝→𝑠 (≈ 170 B) for each secondary, and the 3D representation (≈
600 B) and multiple templates (≈ 50 B each) for each object. For all

the scenarios, FreeAR’s memory footprint beyond SLAM is < 5 KB

(which is negligible in comparison to SLAM).

5.2.2 Semi-stationary scenarios. In this experiment, four volun-

teers holding devices (the primary is a Samsung S21, Secondary 1 is

a Google Pixel 5, and Secondaries 2 and 3 are Google Pixel 4), walk

around an area of 20 m× 20 m and after synchronization, point their

devices with similar FoVs to look at two objects (bottle and cup).

At steady state, remaining for 2 minutes, they move the devices

around 5-10cm and/or rotate them by 5-10 degrees, keeping the

objects in their FoVs. This reflects AR use cases where the users are

semi-stationary to interact with the virtual overlays. We perform

5 trials, each with FreeAR and then with the four baselines. Fig. 11

shows the power consumed by and IOU accuracy of each user.

FreeAR improves the IOU by 78% over MARVEL. On the sec-

ondary devices, FreeAR consumes power comparable to MARVEL

because with both methods, these devices operate in the low-power

mode, mostly performing IMU-based tracking. As mentioned ear-

lier, FreeAR achieves significantly better IOU because it utilizes the

object locations found by the DNNs during the sync phase, rather

than relying onMARVEL’s centralized localization on the edge. The
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Figure 13: In scenarios (a) where primary does not observe the
object, or (b) where secondary partially observes the object,
the secondaries can still have consistent virtual overlays.

average power, however, is higher with FreeAR, since in MARVEL

the edge does the heavy computation (in our implementation of

MARVEL, both the primary and secondaries offload the computa-

tion). We again point out (a) FreeAR eliminates the need for the edge

server, and (b) we only have four devices in our experiments. If the

number of devices leveraging the primary’s computations is higher,

this power is amortized and the penalty will be much smaller.

Compared to MARLIN, FreeAR both reduces the power (by
30%) and improves IOU (by 39%). By not considering the 3D po-

sitions of the devices and objects, MARLIN frequently fails to place

the virtual overlays consistently at the primary and secondaries

(e.g., when the users view objects from slightly different distances).

Further, although MARLIN can save power by not running SLAM,

it often triggers DNNs, consuming higher power than FreeAR’s
secondaries, which run neither DNNs nor SLAM in steady states.

Compared to Multi-user SLAM, FreeAR both reduces power
by 46% and improves IOU by 49%. Secondaries in MU-SLAM

draw virtual overlays simply based on information from the primary.

In contrast, FreeAR’s secondaries use effective repair mechanisms

to quickly recover lost virtual overlays, leading to significant im-

provements in IOU accuracy compared to MU-SLAM. Secondaries

in MU-SLAM run SLAM consuming high power, while those in

FreeAR run only lightweight methods (no SLAM or DNNs).

Compared to vanilla, FreeAR has a marginally lower IOU
(by 8%) but reduces significant power consumption (by 59%).
5.2.3 Scenarios where users have different FoVs. In this experiment,

we add a fifth volunteer with a Google Pixel 4a 5G (as Secondary

4) to the previous setup; after the sync phase, the users track a

single object on a table from 5 different FoVs with semi-stationary

motion. We run 1 trial and compute the average power and IOU

for the 10-minute duration of the experiment (with samples at the

granularity of each frame). We focus on comparing FreeAR with

MARLIN because the latter shows acceptable performance in terms

of power and IOU, and both are infrastructure-free.

Compared to MARLIN, when users have different FoVs,
FreeAR improves the IOU by 63%. Fig. 12 shows that MARLIN

takes a significant hit due to mismatches between the virtual over-

lays on the primary and secondaries, arising due to the different

FoVs of the users; we see that users are disconnected from the AR

experience for significant times (as shown by their low IOUs). In

contrast, FreeAR tracks the object with high IOU, because it (a) syn-

chronizes the 3D coordinate systems to ensure consistency in spite

of the different FoVs and (b) adapts quickly to user motion through

device localization (§ 3.3) and repair methods (§ 3.4).

From Fig. 12, FreeAR’s user Secondary 1 (Sec. 1) is seen to ex-

perience a lower IOU than the others. A log analysis shows that

this user suddenly moves the device during the sync phase, causing

the object ID to be changed; thus, VLR does not create the proper

object templates and later cannot recover from failure. However,

this user uses LLR and PCR (object 3D coordinates) to recover the

virtual overlay (bounding box), and achieves an IOU of 0.36, on

average. This is lower than that of the other users who run VLR

and thus achieve IOUs of 0.7-0.8; however, importantly, we see that

FreeAR achieves a higher IOU than MARLIN, even for this user.

5.2.4 Secondary Device in Constant Motion. In this experiment,

we run FreeAR with one primary and one secondary device, which

track two objects in their FoVs. The primary user is semi-stationary

but the secondary moves or rotates back and forth (i.e., until the left
object nears the left screen edge or right object reaches the right

screen edge); at this point, the user immediately moves/rotates

the device in the opposite direction. We run 3 trials, each lasting

2 minutes. In Figs. 14a, we see that in this challenging scenario

of a constantly moving secondary device, the IOU drops to 0.56

(compared to 0.7-0.8 in the previous semi-stable experiments) which

is still considered to be very good for object tracking [34]. Because

of the motion, stable object templates can rarely be collected, and

VLR is mostly unsuccessful. However, because the secondary user

still has the 3D coordinates of the object used by LLR or PCR, it

achieves good IOU accuracy with its virtual overlays.

5.2.5 Collaborative AR with users walking in circle. In this experi-

ment, three users (one primary and two secondary) slowly (1m/s)

and continuously (walk 1m and momentarily stop and then con-

tinue), walk around a table while always keeping one object in the

FoVs. This is one of the most challenging scenarios because (a) ob-

ject tracking can easily fail because the object appearance changes

quickly due to changing FOVs, invoking local repairs often and

(b) drift accumulates in the IMU-based translational tracker. Still,

Fig. 14b shows that FreeAR’s performance is quite good, as the sec-

ondaries achieve IOUs of ≈ 0.4 (considered satisfactory [34]) with

approximately 0.4W of power. Compared toMARVEL andMARLIN

in § 5.2.2, in this more complex scenario, FreeAR (i) achieves a better

average IOU of 56% compared to MARVEL, and (ii) consumes 52%

less power and achieves 12% higher IOU compared to MARLIN.

5.2.6 Scenarios where the primary and secondaries do not observe
the same set of objects. In this experiment, one primary and two

secondary devices track one cup in their views. In Fig. 13a, when

the primary changes its FoV, away from the object, the secondaries

can still have consistent overlays. Towards this, secondary 𝐴 (𝑠𝐴)

registers the object in its own coordinate system and shares the

object information with the primary, which applies 𝐻𝑠𝐴→𝑝 to com-

pute (𝑥𝑝 , 𝑦𝑝 , 𝑧𝑝 ) of the object in the primary’s coordinate system.

Then, these 3D coordinates are forwarded to secondary 𝐵 (𝑠𝐵 ), who

applies 𝐻𝑝→𝑠𝐵 to have the object’s 3D coordinates in its own co-

ordinate system. Finally, 𝑠𝐵 maps the 3D points onto its own view

using its device pose (𝑅𝑠𝐵 , 𝑡𝑠𝐵 ) and Eq. 2 to place the virtual overlay.

5.2.7 Scenarios where the secondary partially observes the object.
This experiment setup is similar to the previous one, except the

secondary only partially observes the cup. These are challenging

scenarios for VLR as the collected templates likely cover a full view

of the object (e.g., DNNs usually consider full visual features of an
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racy with low power. C1 and C2 are the
clients.

object [56]). Therefore, the templates used to match the patches

of an input image will likely fail because of the mismatched ap-

pearances. Fig. 13b shows that with LLR and PCR, FreeAR can still

function despite the partial views. At 𝑡1 using PCR, the primary

shares 3D “cup” locations with the secondary which then uses Eq.

2 to project the 3D coordinates into its 2D view. Eq. 2 automatically

determines that some of those 3D coordinates (e.g., right parts of
the cup) appear outside the view, and thus should not project them

onto the display. The virtual overlay (orange bounding box) is then

drawn accordingly by considering only those 3D points that are

inside the FoV. Subsequently, the secondary registers these 3D co-

ordinates of the object, and at 𝑡2 uses LLR to recover the virtual

overlay after the device has moved to the right. The virtual overlay

then is drawn, again, over the 3D points that are inside the FoV.

5.3 Component-wise benchmarks
Here, we evaluate FreeAR’s four components from § 3 individually.

FreeAR’s coordinate system synchronization improves IOU
by 40% compared to MARVEL. In this experiment, we use two

smartphones (Google Pixel 4 and Samsung S21) which establish

SLAM, synchronize their coordinate systems, and track one ob-

ject in their FoVs. Specifically, one (primary) device runs DNNs

and shares a virtual overlay to another (secondary, not running

DNNs) device, in order for the latter to project the overlay onto its

view. Fig. 15 shows a timeline of the secondary’s IOUs. We see that

MARVEL exhibits very low IOU accuracy, because it does not con-

sider the freshness of the keyframes. It repeatedly picks improper

keyframes from the primary’s history, based only on visual feature

similarity, leading to poor coordinate system synchronization.

To show how considering freshness improves coordinate sys-

tem synchronization, we incorporate the exact improper frame

avoidance technique (§ 3.1) of FreeAR, within MARVEL; we call

this Improved MARVEL. We find that the IOU accuracy improves

significantly in Improved MARVEL, and there are very few out-

liers in coordinate system synchronization. However, Improved

MARVEL finds a good synchronization result initially, but gives it

up too quickly and replaces it with a worse result on subsequent

synchronization attempts, lacking FreeAR’s variance suppression.
In contrast, FreeAR (on the right side of Fig. 15) quickly achieves a

high IOU by using improper frame avoidance, and retains this high

level for a long time using variance suppression, thereby improving

IOU accuracy by 40% on average over Improved MARVEL.

FreeAR’s lightweight localization copes better with user
motion and achieves up to 66% better IOU, compared to cen-
tralized localization (MARVEL). In this experiment, multiple

(up to 3) devices move slowly from left to right ≈ 5 cm, stop, and

then move right to left, and keep going for 2 minutes. This reflects

a case where users stop to interact with virtual overlays and move

to change FoVs and interact with them again. At steady state, with

FreeAR, the secondary devices perform lightweight, distributed lo-

calization (§ 3.3). The baseline is MARVEL’s centralized localization,

wherein all users offload visual data to the edge server, to find their

locations in the offline map built a priori. We measure the latency

from when the localization request is made to when the result is

received. Fig. 16a shows that FreeAR experiences ≈ 0.22𝑠 latency

on average per device, when there are 1 to 3 users. On the other

hand, MARVEL latency increases from 0.48𝑠 to 0.59𝑠 as the num-

ber of users grows from one to three, respectively. This is because

MARVEL sends camera frames to the edge server over a WiFi P2P

link, which can become a bottleneck due to congestion, whereas

FreeAR performs lightweight localization locally across devices in

parallel. In Fig. 16b, we run experiments with two clients and see

that FreeAR’s low latency improves the IOU accuracy by 36% and by

66%, for secondaries 1 (C1) and 2 (C2) respectively, with negligible

power overhead, compared to centralized localization.

FreeAR’s VLR recovers lost tracked objects 29× faster than
using DNNs directly for local repair. In this experiment, we

have a pair of primary and secondary devices tracking one object in

their FoVs. At steady state, the secondary suddenly changes its FoV

(e.g., turns away) and then returns to the original FoV. We run 10

trials for each method. We measure the time from when the object

first re-appears in the FoV, to when its virtual overlay appears on

the screen, i.e., how long local repair takes.

From Fig. 17, we find that FreeAR’s VLR spends (A) 0.32s waiting

for the device to become quasi-stationary (𝑡3 − 𝑡2 in Fig. 17 (top)) , a

portion of which (0.06s) is spent on performing template matching,

and (B) 0.08 s on coordinating the object between the primary and

secondary’s views (𝑡4 − 𝑡3 in Fig. 17 (top)). In contrast, a baseline

of triggering DNNs repeatedly to search for the re-appearance of

the object takes 1.85𝑠 (𝑡3 − 𝑡2 in Fig. 17 (bottom)). Subsequently,

because DNN only understands 2D object coordinates, it waits until

the object’s 2D position in the secondary’s display is similar to the

2D coordinates mapped from the primary, for confidence (IOU >

0.3) that it is highlighting the same object. These two processes

take about 14.95𝑠 in total (𝑡4 − 𝑡2 in Fig. 17 (below)) in this trial. We

observe similar behaviors over the 10 trials and find that on average

𝑡4 − 𝑡2 takes 16.38𝑠 for DNNs which is 29× over FreeAR (only 0.57𝑠).

However, as one might expect, DNN offers object detection with

higher IOU both before (≈ 0.9 before 𝑡1) and after repair (≈ 0.9 after

𝑡4) than FreeAR’s VLR which runs object template matching (≈ 0.8
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Figure 17: FreeAR’s VLR (top) quickly recovers the virtual
overlay after an object re-appears in the user’s FoV (𝑡2), 29×
faster than direcly using a DNN for local repair (bottom).

before 𝑡1 and after 𝑡4) (Fig. 17). Our measurements also show that

FreeAR’s VLR consumes less power than DNN (0.84 W vs 1.41 W).

FreeAR’s seamless global fallback enables transition to a
new low-power steady state 4.4× faster than with a cold-start.
To show this, with two devices, we highlight what happens during

global fallback in Fig. 18. The primary (Device 2) initiates a new

time slice because of a present energy drop. With FreeAR’s seam-

less global fallback, the secondary (Device 1) re-instantiates SLAM

and quickly succeeds in coordinate system synchronization with

Device 2, leveraging stored data from the previous synchronization

instance. Now, Device 1 is promoted to be the new primary in the

new time slice, and Device 2 transits to a low-power mode.

From Fig. 18 (top), we see that with FreeAR, fromwhen a new time

slice is initiated (𝑡1) to when the secondary device re-instantiates

SLAM (𝑡2), both the devices still have high IOUs because they main-

tain coordinate system synchronization and thus, are able to use

shared object information. Furthermore, the time from 𝑡2 to until

the low-power transition of Device 2 (𝑡3) is 13.9s. In contrast, with

a cold start of SLAM, we see in Fig. 18 (bottom) that from 𝑡1 to 𝑡2
the coordinate systems are not synchronized and IOUs fall to zeros,

and the time from 𝑡2 to 𝑡3 is 61.7s. To summarize, FreeAR’s transition
to a new time slice is seamless and 4.4× faster.

6 Related work
Single-user AR: Several works study cloud or edge-based AR for

a single user [14, 24, 26, 37, 49, 67]. They mainly focus on virtual

overlay placement using DNNs or other computer vision methods,

without concerns of power. MARVEL [13] andMARLIN [7] do focus

on energy of mobile AR. Since we discussed them extensively in

§ 5, we omit further discussion here in the interest of space.

Multi-user AR: CARS [68] and COllabAR [38] rely on the

cloud/edge for collaborative AR. AVR [48] and SPAR [50] use SLAM

for localization like we do. AVR shares sparse point clouds between

multiple vehicles. SPAR shares environment data between multiple

mobile devices, but runs SLAM continuously on all devices and

assumes that the virtual overlay locations are provided in advance

(i.e., no DNNs are running). Neither considers energy drain; in

AVR’s vehicles, for example, energy is not a major concern due to

plentiful on-board power sources. In contrast, FreeAR focuses on

infrastructure-free AR with energy limitations.

Localization: SLAM-based localization is used in off-the-shelf

AR systems [8, 21, 41] to enable sharing of virtual overlay positions.

Edge-SLAM [9] and EdgeSharing [36] rely on edge infrastructure for
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Figure 18: FreeAR’s global fallback (top) transitions to a next
time slice 4.4 × faster than using a cold start (bottom).

SLAMprocessing, unlike in FreeAR. Research onmulti-user SLAM [1,

70] neglect AR aspects such as virtual overlay positioning. We

significantly go beyond SLAM used in the robotics community [33]

by adding multi-user capabilities with energy savings for FreeAR.

7 Discussion and future work
FreeAR is a practical collaborative mobile AR framework even with

network infrastructure (e.g., 5G), because it leverages peer to peer

(P2P) low traffic (occasional frames and 3D coordinates only) con-

nections between AR users. Congestion, network induced delays,

or overload on the infrastructure can cause high latency that dis-

rupt the AR experience among users [5]; therefore, augmenting

such experiences with P2P links can help. In the future, we will

consider cases where there could be multiple primaries, and hybrid

edge-P2P systems to expand the spatial range of the AR experience.

We also note that FreeAR can perform additional optimizations on

the primary, such as those in MARLIN [7], to further save power.

8 Conclusions
Our work sets out to answer a question applying to many practical

cases: Can we enable a rich AR experience in infrastructure-free

settings, running natively on user devices, without significant en-

ergy drain? Our system FreeAR is proof that this goal can be within

our reach using collaborative time slicing to reuse/reduce com-

pute heavy tasks such as DNNs/SLAM. While conceptually easy

to explain, achieving this in practice induces key synchronization,

consistency, and recovery challenges in decentralized AR opera-

tions that we address in FreeAR. We showed that FreeAR reduces the

power consumption of users by up to 60% compared to state-of-

the-art AR systems, while also improving the detection accuracy

of objects in the real world by nearly 78%. FreeAR thus can enable

a low power framework that can allow users to engage in an AR

experience on the fly, without needing infrastructure support.
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